
Premium Clean-Face 
Madison Traditional 

Fireplace with 
Aged Brick Liner

Premium Clean-Face Madison Series  
Direct-Vent Fireplaces



American Hearth – Made in America

We design every American Hearth fireplace using the best available technology and build each one to the  

highest-quality standards in our manufacturing facility in Belleville, Illinois.   
 

We make most of our components – from cutting steel to forming to welding to painting – and then hand  

assemble each fireplace to ensure the best fit and finish. For purchased parts, we give preference to North  

American suppliers – including our hand-painted log sets, our tempered and ceramic glass, the paint and  

powder coating, and even the packaging we use to protect our products until they reach your home.
 

The result is a fireplace that’s built to last by experienced American craftsmen and craftswomen – a fireplace  

that’s as deeply rooted in history as fire itself – American Hearth. 

Premium Clean-Face Traditional Fireplaces 
•	 	DVCP32BP	–	24,000	Btu,	32-inch,	4	x	6	5/8	Top	Vent	only	(View	area	–	684	sq.	in.)

•	 	DVCP36BP	–	26,000	Btu,	36-inch,	4	x	6	5/8	Top	Vent	only	(View	area	–	759	sq.	in.)

•	 	DVCP42BP	–	28,500	Btu,	42-inch,	5	x	8	Top	Vent	only	(View	area	–	981	sq.	in.)

The Premium Clean-Face Madison includes a tempered glass view window and a unique burner that delivers  

a rich flame pattern.  The ceramic fiber log set is required (but sold separately).  Each log is hand painted for  

stunning realism with detailed bark, knots, and charring.  

Ceramic Fiber Liner options for Premium models include a traditional Aged Brick with smoky highlights, and  

an old-world Cottage Brick that combines traditional and diagonal courses.  Or choose the deep black polished  

porcelain-steel liner that reflects the flames for a luxurious effect.  

The available lighting kit draws attention to the intricate details in the log set and brick liner – even when 

no fire is burning.  You can enhance heat distribution with the optional variable-speed blower.  Both the light  

and blower include dimmer controls.

Fireplace barrier screens, required for all direct-vent systems, protect you and your family 

from inadvertently touching the hot glass. 

Premium models are available in Millivolt and in Green Earth Preferred Intermittent Pilot.

P r e m i u m  C l e a n - F a c e  M a d i s o n
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Premium Clean-Face 
Madison Traditional 

Fireplace with 
Cottage Brick Liner

P r e m i u m  C l e a n - F a e e  M a d i s o n
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Premium Clean-Face Contemporary Fireplaces 
•	 	DVCC32BP	–	24,000	Btu,	32-inch,	4	x	6	5/8	Top	Vent	only	(View	area	–	684	sq.	in.)

•	 	DVCC36BP	–	26,000	Btu,	36-inch,	4	x	6	5/8	Top	Vent	only	(View	area	–	759	sq.	in.)

•	 	DVCC42BP	–	28,500	Btu,	42-inch,	4	x	6	5/8	Top	Vent	only	(View	area	–	981	sq.	in.)

The Premium Clean-Face Madison includes a tempered glass view window and a unique  

burner that delivers a rich flame pattern.  Choose between a hand-painted ceramic fiber  

log set or rock set (required, but sold separately).  

The contemporary fireplace includes a deep black polished porcelain-steel liner with added  

angles to enhance the reflected flames.  

Create highlights on the glass media and porcelain liner with the optional lighting kit.   

And the optional variable-speed blower helps circulate warm air throughout your living space.   

Both the kits include dimmer controls. 

Premium models are available in Millivolt and in Green Earth Preferred Intermittent Pilot.

Premium Clean-Face Madison Contemporary Fireplace with 
Black Porcelain Liner and River Rocks

P r e m i u m  C l e a n - F a c e  M a d i s o n
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Premium Clean-Face  
Madison Contemporary 

Fireplace with Black  
Porcelain Liner and  
Driftwood Log Set

P r e m i u m  C l e a n - F a e e  M a d i s o n
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Ignition Technologies  

Madison Clean-Face Fireplaces are offered in Millivolt models (which feature a standing pilot) and in Intermittent Pilot 

models (which light with an electronic ignition).  Millivolt systems are simple and reliable.  They require no electric or 

battery back-up, however, the standing pilot does burn a small amount of gas even when the fireplace is not in use.  

Intermittent Pilot models eliminate the standing pilot for even greater energy savings.  IP requires 120V AC to operate 

on a daily basis, but can operate on battery backup during a power outage.  

Both systems can provide heat during a power outage, but the optional electric blower will not operate until power is 

restored.  Even without the blower, the heat generated by your fireplace will circulate by natural convection. 

 
Controls
Take charge of your fireplace with a battery-operated remote control, thermostat remote, electric remote control, wall 

thermostats, or wall switch – available for Millivolt and IP.

TMV
Wall Thermostat

TRW
Wall Thermostat

FRBTC Thermostat
Remote Control

FWS
Wall Switch

FRBC or FREC
Remote Control

FRBTP Programmable
Remote Control

IP Thermostat 
Remote Control

O p t i o n s
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Liners

For Premium Clean-Face Madison traditional fireplace models, choose a hand-painted ceramic fiber liner in Cottage Brick  

or Aged Brick. Or select a Black Porcelain liner to enhance the illusion of flame and depth. 

All Premium Clean-Face Madison contemporary fireplace models include a Black Porcelain liner, which adds depth and 

enhances the flames.

A fireplace barrier screen is required to prevent contact with the hot glass. Available in matte black.  

Cottage Brick Aged Brick Black Porcelain

A c c e s s o r i e s
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Fireplace Barrier Screen – Matte Black Only
(detail)



918 Freeburg Ave. 
Belleville, IL 62220-2623

 e-mail: info@empirecomfort.com

AH-00952   12/01/14

Empire is committed to continuous product improvement; specifications are subject to change without notice.  Dimensions in this brochure 
are approximate; read and follow the framing dimensions in the owners manual supplied with your Empire product.  Flame size, shape, and 
color will vary from photos. Log Sets shown with Platinum Glowing Embers (PE20) and Ember Bed Kit (EK-1).

www.americanhearth.com

This appliance is design-certified to 
the ANSI standard by:Member of the following industry associations:

MADE IN THE USA

PRODUCTS PROUDLY

Fireplace Dimensions (in inches)

Empire Comfort Systems Inc., has manufactured safe, reliable gas-fired decorative appliances and heating systems since 1932. We take pride in our 
reputation for quality products, backed by the best sales, service, and distribution network in this industry. These fireplaces combine proven technologies  
with exceptional artistry and craftsmanship to enhance the ambiance of any home.

DVCP32BP	/	DVCC32BP DVCP36BP	/	DVCC36BP DVCP42BP	/	DVCC42BP

A 34 37 43

B 31 34 40

C 28 7/8 28 7/8 30 7/8

D 38 3/8 38 3/8 40 3/8

E 38 1/8 38 1/8 40 1/8

F 16 16 16

H 6 3/4 6 3/4 6 3/4

I 23 1/8 26 1/8 32 1/8

J 11 9/16 13 1/16 16 1/16

K 9  3/16 9 3/16 9 3/16
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ELECTRICAL ACCESS

Warranty for All Models

All	parts	carry	a	3-year	limited	warranty

All	Remote	Controls	carry	a	1-year	limited	warranty

Note: Empire is committed to continuous product improvement; specifications are subject  
to change without notice. Dimensions in this brochure are approximate; read and follow 
the framing dimensions in the owners manual supplied with your Empire product.

All direct-vent fireplaces manufactured after January 1, 2015, must be installed with a barrier 
screen to prevent accidental contact with hot glass. Depending on the fireplace model, the 
barrier screens are available separately or incorporated into decorative fronts. See Owner’s 
Manual for details.   

Refer to your Owner’s Manual for complete installation and safety information.

Gas Inlet for All Models

Type of Gas (State on Order) Natural or LP

Iron Pipe Size (N.P.T.) 1/2 inch


